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Daily Base Metals Report

US stocks have fluctuated once again after another data-heavy day; markets are now bracing for the nonfarm

payrolls tomorrow, which should round up labour market performance for August. Trading volumes remain thin,

given the traditional seasonality. The Fed’s core gauge of inflation came in line with market expectations, growing

by 4.2% y/y and 0.2% m/m in July, with the latter marking the smallest monthly increase since late-2020, once

again highlighting moderate but slowing price growth. Data on consumer spending indicated a growth of 0.8%

despite slower personal income. This is likely to solidify market expectations of a pause from the Fed for the

remainder of Q3. The dollar strengthened while the 10-year US Treasury yield continued to soften back to 4.0%.

Elsewhere, euro area inflation figures pointed to a stop in a slowdown in price declines that we have seen for the

majority of this year, growing by 5.3% y/y, driven mostly by energy rises. Still, expectations of a hike later on in the

year have cooled, and we suspect this to be partially due to a softer probability of a hike from the Fed.

Mixed performance was seen across the base metals market, with lead breaking above a robust resistance level

of $2,200/t to close at $2,218/t, marking a January high. Aluminium prices posted the third consecutive day of

gains, close above $2,200/t at $2,208/t. With the traditional peak season approaching in September, we see

smelter sentiment improve in the near term, supporting the price performance. Copper softened back into the

support of $8,400/t, while nickel continued to give up some of last week’s gains, falling below $20,500/t to

$20,289/t. Meanwhile, China cut rates on existing mortgages, marking one of the most concrete actions to boost

the economy, although we believe it is unlikely to be enough to shore up growth. The move indicates the latest

push from policymakers to encourage spending; however, prevailing low confidence levels are dampening

consumer willingness to spend. While this is an incremental step forward for the Chinese economy, we do not yet

see it as a game-changer.

Oil futures held steady as gold and silver softened slightly to $1,940/oz and $24.40/oz, respectively.
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